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an easy to comprehend text for required undergraduate courses in computer theory this work thoroughly covers the three fundamental areas of computer theory formal languages automata theory and turing machines it is an imaginative and pedagogically strong attempt to remove the unnecessary mathematical complications associated with the study of these subjects the author substitutes graphic representation for symbolic proofs allowing students with poor mathematical background to easily follow each step includes a large selection of well thought out problems at the end of each chapter this text strikes a good balance between rigor and an intuitive approach to computer theory covers all the topics needed by computer scientists with a sometimes humorous approach that reviewers found refreshing it is easy to read and the coverage of mathematics is fairly simple so readers do not have to worry about proving theorems market desc computer scientists students professors special features easy to read and the coverage of mathematics is fairly simple so readers do not have to worry about proving theorems contains new coverage of context sensitive language about the book this text strikes a good balance between rigor and an intuitive approach to computer theory covers all the topics needed by computer scientists with a sometimes humorous approach that reviewers found refreshing the goal of the book is to provide a firm understanding of the principles and the big picture of where computer theory fits into the field automata theory background languages recursive definitions regular expressions finite automata transition graphs
kleene s theorem nondeterminism finite automata with output regular languages nonregular languages decidability pushdown automata theory context free grammars trees regular grammars chomsky normal form pushdown automata cfg pda context free languages non context free languages intersection and complement parsing decidability turing theory turing machines post machines minsky s theorem variations on the tm recursively enumerable languages the encoding of turing machines the chomsky hierarchy computers bibliography table of theorems this third edition in response to the enthusiastic reception given by academia and students to the previous edition offers a cohesive presentation of all aspects of theoretical computer science namely automata formal languages computability and complexity besides it includes coverage of mathematical preliminaries new to this edition expanded sections on pigeonhole principle and the principle of induction both in chapter 2 a rigorous proof of kleene s theorem chapter 5 major changes in the chapter on turing machines tms a new section on high level description of tms techniques for the construction of tms multitape tm and nondeterministic tm a new chapter chapter 10 on decidability and recursively enumerable languages a new chapter chapter 12 on complexity theory and np complete problems a section on quantum computation in chapter 12 key features objective type questions in each chapter with answers provided at the end of the book eighty three additional solved examples added as supplementary examples in each chapter detailed solutions at the end of the book to chapter end exercises the book is designed to meet the needs of the undergraduate and postgraduate students of computer science and engineering as well as those of the students offering courses in computer applications appropriate for upper division undergraduate and graduate level courses in computer science theory theory of computation and automata and formal language theory this book focuses on fundamental issues of computation the readers can master the content and gain
lasting perspective from which to understand computers by carefully worked out examples illustrations and algorithmic proofs it is especially appropriate for one term courses the foundation of computer science is built upon the following questions what is an algorithm what can be computed and what cannot be computed what does it mean for a function to be computable how does computational power depend upon programming constructs which algorithms can be considered feasible for more than 70 years computer scientists are searching for answers to such questions their ingenious techniques used in answering these questions form the theory of computation theory of computation deals with the most fundamental ideas of computer science in an abstract but easily understood form the notions and techniques employed are widely spread across various topics and are found in almost every branch of computer science it has thus become more than a necessity to revisit the foundation learn the techniques and apply them with confidence overview and goals this book is about this solid beautiful and pervasive foundation of computer science it introduces the fundamental notions models techniques and results that form the basic paradigms of computing it gives an introduction to the concepts and mathematics that computer scientists of our day use to model to argue about and to predict the behavior of algorithms and computation the topics chosen here have shown remarkable persistence over the years and are very much in current use computer science specifically the theory of computation deserves to be better known even among non computer scientists the reason is simply that it is full of profound thoughts and ideas it contains some paradoxes that reveal the limits of human knowledge it provides ways to reason about information and randomness that are understandable without the need to resort to abstract math this is not an academic textbook but could be the precursor to reading an academic textbook in programmer s guide to theory you will find the fundamental ideas of computer science explained in an informal and yet informative
way the first chapter sets the scene by outlining the challenges of understanding computational theory after this the content is divided into three parts the first explores the question what is computable introducing the turing machine the halting problem and finite state machines before going on to consider the different types of computing model that are available and the languages they produce this part also covers the different types of numbers and of infinities which paves the way for considering the topics of kolmogorov complexity and randomness the axiom of choice godel s incompleteness and the lambda calculus part ii switches to lower level concerns from bits to boolean logic covering information theory and error correction along the way part iii dives deeper into computational complexity considers polynomial time versus exponential time problems and then explores the benefits of recursion it concludes with a discussion of np non deterministic polynomial versus p polynomial algorithms don t be put off by this list of unfamiliar concepts this book sets out to lead you from one topic to the next so that the ideas are unfolded gradually it does cover all the ideas that are fundamental to computer science plus some that are not normally included but make things easier to understand but does so in a very approachable and even entertaining way mike james is editor of i programmer info an online magazine written by programmers for programmers he has a bsc in physics an msc in mathematics and a phd in computer science his programming career spans several generations of computer technology but he keeps his skills completely up to date as an author he has published dozens of books and hundreds of print articles a tradition he now continues online this textbook is uniquely written with dual purpose it cover cores material in the foundations of computing for graduate students in computer science and also provides an introduction to some more advanced topics for those intending further study in the area this innovative text focuses primarily on computational complexity theory the classification of computational problems in terms of
their inherent complexity the book contains an invaluable collection of lectures for first year graduates on the theory of computation topics and features include more than 40 lectures for first year graduate students and a dozen homework sets and exercises an accessible and rigorous textbook for introducing undergraduates to computer science theory what can be computed is a uniquely accessible yet rigorous introduction to the most profound ideas at the heart of computer science crafted specifically for undergraduates who are studying the subject for the first time and requiring minimal prerequisites the book focuses on the essential fundamentals of computer science theory and features a practical approach that uses real computer programs python and java and encourages active experimentation it is also ideal for self study and reference the book covers the standard topics in the theory of computation including turing machines and finite automata universal computation nondeterminism turing and karp reductions undecidability time complexity classes such as p and np and np completeness including the cook levin theorem but the book also provides a broader view of computer science and its historical development with discussions of turing s original 1936 computing machines the connections between undecidability and gödel s incompleteness theorem and karp s famous set of twenty one np complete problems throughout the book recasts traditional computer science concepts by considering how computer programs are used to solve real problems standard theorems are stated and proven with full mathematical rigor but motivation and understanding are enhanced by considering concrete implementations the book s examples and other content allow readers to view demonstrations of and to experiment with a wide selection of the topics it covers the result is an ideal text for an introduction to the theory of computation an accessible and rigorous introduction to the essential fundamentals of computer science theory written specifically for undergraduates taking introduction to the theory of computation features a practical
interactive approach using real computer programs python in the
text with forthcoming java alternatives online to enhance
motivation and understanding gives equal emphasis to
computability and complexity includes special topics that
demonstrate the profound nature of key ideas in the theory of
computation lecture slides and python programs are available at
whatcanbecomputed com an introduction to computational
complexity theory its connections and interactions with
mathematics and its central role in the natural and social sciences
technology and philosophy mathematics and computation
provides a broad conceptual overview of computational
complexity theory the mathematical study of efficient computation
with important practical applications to computer science and
industry computational complexity theory has evolved into a highly
interdisciplinary field with strong links to most mathematical areas
and to a growing number of scientific endeavors avi wigderson
takes a sweeping survey of complexity theory emphasizing the
field s insights and challenges he explains the ideas and
motivations leading to key models notions and results in particular
he looks at algorithms and complexity computations and proofs
randomness and interaction quantum and arithmetic computation
and cryptography and learning all as parts of a cohesive whole
with numerous cross influences wigderson illustrates the immense
breadth of the field its beauty and richness and its diverse and
growing interactions with other areas of mathematics he ends with
a comprehensive look at the theory of computation its
methodology and aspirations and the unique and fundamental
ways in which it has shaped and will further shape science
technology and society for further reading an extensive
bibliography is provided for all topics covered mathematics and
computation is useful for undergraduate and graduate students in
mathematics computer science and related fields as well as
researchers and teachers in these fields many parts require little
background and serve as an invitation to newcomers seeking an
introduction to the theory of computation comprehensive coverage of computational complexity theory and beyond high level intuitive exposition which brings conceptual clarity to this central and dynamic scientific discipline historical accounts of the evolution and motivations of central concepts and models a broad view of the theory of computation s influence on science technology and society extensive bibliography this book features the refereed proceedings of the 2nd international symposium on computer science in russia held in september 2007 the 35 papers cover theory track deals with algorithms protocols and data structures complexity and cryptography formal languages automata and their applications to computer science computational models and concepts proof theory and applications of logic to computer science many applications are presented this innovative textbook presents the key foundational concepts for a one semester undergraduate course in the theory of computation it offers the most accessible and motivational course material available for undergraduate computer theory classes directed at undergraduates who may have difficulty understanding the relevance of the course to their future careers the text helps make them more comfortable with the techniques required for the deeper study of computer science the text motivates students by clarifying complex theory with many examples exercises and detailed proofs this book is shorter and more accessible than the books now being used in core computer theory courses theory of computing is a standard required course in all computer science departments domain theory is the mathematical framework that is used to model the semantics of computer programs and the theory of computation this is the first book on the subject that attempts to provide a rigorous introduction to the topic in a manner accessible to computer scientists by motivating the mathematics with computer science examples the book develops a type theory studies its properties and explains its uses in applications to computer science in particular it shows how the
study of type theory may offer a powerful and uniform language for programming program specification and development and logical reasoning learn the skills and acquire the intuition to assess the theoretical limitations of computer programming offering an accessible approach to the topic theory of computation focuses on the metatheory of computing and the theoretical boundaries between what various computational models can do and not do from the most general model the urm unbounded register machines to the finite automaton a wealth of programming like examples and easy to follow explanations build the general theory gradually which guides readers through the modeling and mathematical analysis of computational phenomena and provides insights on what makes things tick and also what restrains the ability of computational processes recognizing the importance of acquired practical experience the book begins with the metatheory of general purpose computer programs using urms as a straightforward technology independent model of modern high level programming languages while also exploring the restrictions of the urm language once readers gain an understanding of computability theory including the primitive recursive functions the author presents automata and languages covering the regular and context free languages as well as the machines that recognize these languages several advanced topics such as reducibilities the recursion theorem complexity theory and cook's theorem are also discussed features of the book include a review of basic discrete mathematics covering logic and induction while omitting specialized combinatorial topics a thorough development of the modeling and mathematical analysis of computational phenomena providing a solid foundation of un computability the connection between un computability and un provability gödel's first incompleteness theorem the book provides numerous examples of specific urms as well as other programming languages including loop programs fa deterministic finite automata nfa nondeterministic finite automata and pda
pushdown automata exercises at the end of each chapter allow readers to test their comprehension of the presented material and an extensive bibliography suggests resources for further study assuming only a basic understanding of general computer programming and discrete mathematics theory of computation serves as a valuable book for courses on theory of computation at the upper undergraduate level the book also serves as an excellent resource for programmers and computing professionals wishing to understand the theoretical limitations of their craft this volume brings together for the first time john von neumann s long out of print articles on computer architecture programming large scale computing and automata theory a number of significant papers in these areas that were not included in the multivolume john von neumann collected works 1963 have now been reprinted here these pioneering articles written between the mid 1940s and the mid 1950s are of enduring value not only to computer historians but to computer scientists at the vanguard of current research most of today s computers are still constructed in accordance with the von neumann architecture and his technique of flow charting remains basic in the domain papers of john von neumann on computers and computer theory is volume 12 in the charles babbage institute reprint series for the history of computing this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the third international computer science symposium in russia csr 2008 held in moscow russia june 7 12 2008 the 33 revised papers presented together with 5 invited papers and one opening lecture were carefully reviewed and selected from 103 submissions all major areas in computer science are addressed the theory track deals with algorithms protocols and data structures complexity and cryptography formal languages automata and their applications to computer science computational models and concepts proof theory and applications of logic to computer science the application part comprises programming and languages computer architecture and hardware design symbolic
computing and numerical applications application software artificial intelligence and robotics by developing object calculi in which objects are treated as primitives the authors are able to explain both the semantics of objects and their typing rules and also demonstrate how to develop all of the most important concepts of object oriented programming languages self dynamic dispatch classes inheritance protected and private methods prototyping subtyping covariance and contravariance and method specialization an innovative and important approach to the subject for researchers and graduates this text provides a practical modern approach to teaching logic and set theory equipping students with the necessary mathematical understanding and skills required for the mathematical specification of software it covers all the areas of mathematics that are considered essential to computer science including logic set theory modern algebra group theory graph theory and combinatorics whilst taking into account the diverse mathematical background of the students taking the course in line with current undergraduate curricula this book uses logic extensively together with set theory in mathematical specification of software languages such as z and vdm are used for this purpose features particular emphasis is placed on the application of logic in the fields of software engineering artificial intelligence and natural language processing 0201179571b04062001 computer science and multiple valued logic theory and applications focuses on the processes methodologies and approaches involved in multiple valued logic and its relationship to computer science the selection first tackles an introduction to multiple valued logic lattice theory of post algebras multiple valued logic design and applications in binary computers smallest many valued logic for the treatment of complemented and uncomplemented error signals and chain based lattices discussions focus on formulation representation theory theory and circuit design logical tables and unary operations the text then examines multiple valued signal
processing with limiting development of multiple valued logic as related to computer science p algebras and an algorithm for axiomatizing every finite logic the book takes a look at completeness properties of multiple valued logic algebras computer simplification of multi valued switching functions and minimization of multivalued functions topics include generation of prime implicants realizations minimization algorithms decomposition algorithm for multi valued switching functions and relation between the sum of products form and array of cubes the selection is aimed at computer engineers computer scientists applied mathematicians and physicists interested in multiple valued logic as the discipline relates to computer engineering and computer science proof theory has long been established as a basic discipline of mathematical logic it has recently become increasingly relevant to computer science the ductive apparatus provided by proof theory has proved useful for metatheoretical purposes as well as for practical applications thus it seemed to us most natural to bring researchers together to assess both the role proof theory already plays in computer science and the role it might play in the future the form of a dagstuhl seminar is most suitable for purposes like this as schloß dagstuhl provides a very convenient and stimulating environment to scuss new ideas and developments to accompany the conference with a proc dings volume appeared to us equally appropriate such a volume not only xes basic results of the subject and makes them available to a broader audience but also signals to the scienti c community that proof theory in computer science ptc is a major research branch within the wider eld of logic in computer science finite model theory as understood here is an area of mathematical logic that has developed in close connection with applications to computer science in particular the theory of computational complexity and database theory one of the fundamental insights of mathematical logic is that our understanding of mathematical phenomena is enriched by elevating the languages we use to
describe mathematical structures to objects of explicit study if mathematics is the science of patterns then the media through which we discern patterns as well as the structures in which we discern them command our attention it is this aspect of logic which is most prominent in model theory, the branch of mathematical logic which deals with the relation between a formal language and its interpretations. No wonder then that mathematical logic and finite model theory in particular should find manifold applications in computer science from specifying programs to querying databases. Computer science is rife with phenomena whose understanding requires close attention to the interaction between language and structure. This volume gives a broad overview of some central themes of finite model theory: expressive power, descriptive complexity, and zero-one laws. Together with selected applications to database theory and artificial intelligence, especially constraint databases and constraint satisfaction problems, the final chapter provides a concise modern introduction to modal logic which empowers the continuity in spirit and technique with finite model theory. An accessible and fascinating exploration of how Alan Turing’s mathematical theory gave rise to modern computer science and applications from the desktop to cell phones in 1936 when he was just twenty-four years old, Alan Turing wrote a remarkable paper in which he outlined the theory of computation laying out the ideas that underlie all modern computers. This groundbreaking and powerful theory now forms the basis of computer science. In Turing’s vision, Chris Bernhardt explains the theory. Turing’s most important contribution for the general reader, Bernhardt argues, is the strength of Turing’s theory: its simplicity and that explained in a straightforward manner it is eminently understandable by the non-specialist. As Marvin Minsky writes, the sheer simplicity of the theory’s foundation and extraordinary short path from this foundation to its logical and surprising conclusions give the theory a mathematical beauty that alone guarantees it a permanent place in computer theory.
bernhardt begins with the foundation and systematically builds to the surprising conclusions he also views turing s theory in the context of mathematical history other views of computation including those of alonzo church turing s later work and the birth of the modern computer in the paper on computable numbers with an application to the entscheidungsproblem turing thinks carefully about how humans perform computation breaking it down into a sequence of steps and then constructs theoretical machines capable of performing each step turing wanted to show that there were problems that were beyond any computer s ability to solve in particular he wanted to find a decision problem that he could prove was undecidable to explain turing s ideas bernhardt examines three well known decision problems to explore the concept of undecidability investigates theoretical computing machines including turing machines explains universal machines and proves that certain problems are undecidable including turing s problem concerning computable numbers designed for researchers in advanced numerical methods or parallel computing this definitive reference focuses on solving large and sparse linear systems of equations using computers readers are provided with appropriate conceptual background information and hands on applications throughout the book publisher description intended for use in an introductory graduate course in theoretical computer science this text contains material that should be core knowledge in the theory of computation for all graduates in computer science it is self contained and is best suited for a one semester course the text starts with classical computability theory which forms the basis for complexity theory this has the pedagogical advantage that students learn a qualitative subject before advancing to a quantitative one since this is a graduate course students should have some knowledge of such topics as automata theory formal languages computability theory or complexity theory basic category theory for computer scientists provides a straightforward presentation of the basic constructions and terminology of
category theory including limits functors natural transformations adjoints and cartesian closed categories category theory is a branch of pure mathematics that is becoming an increasingly important tool in theoretical computer science especially in programming language semantics domain theory and concurrency where it is already a standard language of discourse assuming a minimum of mathematical preparation basic category theory for computer scientists provides a straightforward presentation of the basic constructions and terminology of category theory including limits functors natural transformations adjoints and cartesian closed categories four case studies illustrate applications of category theory to programming language design semantics and the solution of recursive domain equations a brief literature survey offers suggestions for further study in more advanced texts contents tutorial applications further reading a wide coverage of topics in category theory and computer science is developed in this text including introductory treatments of cartesian closed categories sketches and elementary categorical model theory and triples over 300 exercises are included with the objective of making into a science the art of verifying computer programs debugging the author addresses both practical and theoretical aspects of the process a classic of sequential program verification this volume has been translated into almost a dozen other languages and is much in demand among graduate and advanced undergraduate computer science students subjects include computability with discussions of finite automata and turing machines predicate calculus basic notions natural deduction and the resolution method verification of programs both flowchart and algol like programs flowchart schemas basic notions decision problems formalization in predicate calculus and translation programs and the fixpoint theory of programs functions and functionals recursive programs and verification programs the treatment is self contained and each chapter concludes with bibliographic remarks references and
an easy to comprehend text for required undergraduate courses in computer theory this work thoroughly covers the three fundamental areas of computer theory formal languages automata theory and turing machines it is an imaginative and pedagogically strong attempt to remove the unnecessary mathematical complications associated with the study of these subjects the author substitutes graphic representation for symbolic proofs allowing students with poor mathematical background to easily follow each step includes a large selection of well thought out problems at the end of each chapter

this text strikes a good balance between rigor and an intuitive approach to computer theory covers all the topics needed by computer scientists with a sometimes humorous approach that reviewers found refreshing it is easy to read and the coverage of mathematics is fairly simple so readers do not have to worry about proving theorems
market desc computer scientists students professors special features easy to read and the coverage of mathematics is fairly simple so readers do not have to worry about proving theorems contains new coverage of context sensitive language about the book this text strikes a good balance between rigor and an intuitive approach to computer theory covers all the topics needed by computer scientists with a sometimes humorous approach that reviewers found refreshing the goal of the book is to provide a firm understanding of the principles and the big picture of where computer theory fits into the field

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER THEORY, 2ND ED

automata theory background languages recursive definitions regular expressions finite automata transition graphs kleene s theorem nondeterminism finite automata with output regular languages nonregular languages decidability pushdown automata theory context free grammars trees regular grammars chomsky normal form pushdown automata cfg pda context free languages non context free languages intersection and complement parsing decidability turing theory turing machines post machines minsky s theorem variations on the tm recursively enumerable languages the encoding of turing machines the chomsky hierarchy computers bibliography table of theorems
this third edition in response to the enthusiastic reception given by academia and students to the previous edition offers a cohesive presentation of all aspects of theoretical computer science namely automata formal languages computability and complexity besides it includes coverage of mathematical preliminaries new to this edition expanded sections on pigeonhole principle and the principle of induction both in chapter 2 a rigorous proof of kleene s theorem chapter 5 major changes in the chapter on turing machines tms a new section on high level description of tms techniques for the construction of tms multtape tm and nondeterministic tm a new chapter chapter 10 on decidability and recursively enumerable languages a new chapter chapter 12 on complexity theory and np complete problems a section on quantum computation in chapter 12 key features objective type questions in each chapter with answers provided at the end of the book eighty three additional solved examples added as supplementary examples in each chapter detailed solutions at the end of the book to chapter end exercises the book is designed to meet the needs of the undergraduate and postgraduate students of computer science and engineering as well as those of the students offering courses in computer applications

Schaum's Outline of Theory and Problems of Introduction to Computer Science
appropriate for upper division undergraduate and graduate level courses in computer science theory theory of computation and automata and formal language theory this book focuses on fundamental issues of computation the readers can master the content and gain lasting perspective from which to understand computers by carefully worked out examples illustrations and algorithmic proofs it is especially appropriate for one term courses

Theory of Computer Science

2006-01-01

the foundation of computer science is built upon the following questions what is an algorithm what can be computed and what cannot be computed what does it mean for a function to be computable how does computational power depend upon programming constructs which algorithms can be considered feasible for more than 70 years computer scientists are searching for answers to such questions their ingenious techniques used in answering these questions form the theory of computation theory of computation deals with the most fundamental ideas of computer science in an abstract but easily understood form the notions and techniques employed are widely spread across various topics and are found in almost every branch of computer science it has thus become more than a necessity to revisit the foundation learn the techniques and apply them with confidence overview and goals this book is about this solid beautiful and pervasive foundation of computer science it introduces the fundamental notions models techniques and results that form the basic paradigms of computing it gives an introduction to the
concepts and mathematics that computer scientists of our day use to model to argue about and to predict the behavior of algorithms and computation the topics chosen here have shown remarkable persistence over the years and are very much in current use

**Introduction to Computer Theory**

*Custom Unisa*

2014-03-05

computer science specifically the theory of computation deserves to be better known even among non computer scientists the reason is simply that it is full of profound thoughts and ideas it contains some paradoxes that reveal the limits of human knowledge it provides ways to reason about information and randomness that are understandable without the need to resort to abstract math this is not an academic textbook but could be the precursor to reading an academic textbook in programmer s guide to theory you will find the fundamental ideas of computer science explained in an informal and yet informative way the first chapter sets the scene by outlining the challenges of understanding computational theory after this the content is divided into three parts the first explores the question what is computable introducing the turing machine the halting problem and finite state machines before going on to consider the different types of computing model that are available and the languages they produce this part also covers the different types of numbers and of infinities which paves the way for considering the topics of kolmogorov complexity and randomness the axiom of choice gödel s incompleteness and the lambda calculus part ii switches to lower level concerns from bits to boolean logic covering
information theory and error correction along the way part iii dives deeper into computational complexity considers polynomial time versus exponential time problems and then explores the benefits of recursion it concludes with a discussion of np non deterministic polynomial versus p polynomial algorithms don t be put off by this list of unfamiliar concepts this book sets out to lead you from one topic to the next so that the ideas are unfolded gradually it does cover all the ideas that are fundamental to computer science plus some that are not normally included but make things easier to understand but does so in a very approachable and even entertaining way mike james is editor of i programmer info an online magazine written by programmers for programmers he has a bsc in physics an msc in mathematics and a phd in computer science his programming career spans several generations of computer technology but he keeps his skills completely up to date as an author he has published dozens of books and hundreds of print articles a tradition he now continues online

Theory of Computing

2001

this textbook is uniquely written with dual purpose it cover cores material in the foundations of computing for graduate students in computer science and also provides an introduction to some more advanced topics for those intending further study in the area this innovative text focuses primarily on computational complexity theory the classification of computational problems in terms of their inherent complexity the book contains an invaluable collection of lectures for first year graduates on the theory of computation topics and features include more than 40 lectures for first year graduate students and a dozen homework sets and
an accessible and rigorous textbook for introducing undergraduates to computer science theory what can be computed is a uniquely accessible yet rigorous introduction to the most profound ideas at the heart of computer science crafted specifically for undergraduates who are studying the subject for the first time and requiring minimal prerequisites the book focuses on the essential fundamentals of computer science theory and features a practical approach that uses real computer programs python and java and encourages active experimentation it is also ideal for self study and reference the book covers the standard topics in the theory of computation including turing machines and finite automata universal computation nondeterminism turing and karp reductions undecidability time complexity classes such as p and np and np completeness including the cook levin theorem but the book also provides a broader view of computer science and its historical development with discussions of turing s original 1936 computing machines the connections between undecidability and gödel s incompleteness theorem and karp s famous set of twenty one np complete problems throughout the book recasts traditional computer science concepts by considering how computer programs are used to solve real problems standard theorems are stated and proven with full mathematical rigor but motivation and understanding are enhanced by considering concrete implementations the book s examples and other content allow readers to view demonstrations of and to experiment with a wide selection of the topics it covers the result is an ideal text for an
an introduction to computational complexity theory its connections and interactions with mathematics and its central role in the natural and social sciences technology and philosophy mathematics and computation provides a broad conceptual overview of computational complexity theory the mathematical study of efficient computation with important practical applications to computer science and industry computational complexity theory has evolved into a highly interdisciplinary field with strong links to most mathematical areas and to a growing number of scientific endeavors avi wigderson takes a sweeping survey of complexity theory emphasizing the field's insights and challenges he explains the ideas and motivations leading to key models notions and results in particular he looks at algorithms and complexity computations and proofs randomness and interaction quantum
and arithmetic computation and cryptography and learning all as parts of a cohesive whole with numerous cross influences. Wigderson illustrates the immense breadth of the field, its beauty and richness, and its diverse and growing interactions with other areas of mathematics. He ends with a comprehensive look at the theory of computation, its methodology and aspirations, and the unique and fundamental ways in which it has shaped and will further shape science, technology, and society. For further reading, an extensive bibliography is provided for all topics covered.

Mathematics and computation is useful for undergraduate and graduate students in mathematics, computer science, and related fields as well as researchers and teachers in these fields. Many parts require little background and serve as an invitation to newcomers seeking an introduction to the theory of computation. Comprehensive coverage of computational complexity theory and beyond, high-level intuitive exposition which brings conceptual clarity to this central and dynamic scientific discipline, historical accounts of the evolution and motivations of central concepts and models, a broad view of the theory of computation's influence on science, technology, and society, extensive bibliography.

**The Programmer's Guide To Theory: Great Ideas Explained**

2019-11-24

This book features the refereed proceedings of the 2nd international symposium on computer science in Russia held in September 2007. The 35 papers cover theory track deals with algorithms, protocols, and data structures, complexity and cryptography, formal languages, automata, and their applications to
computer science computational models and concepts proof theory and applications of logic to computer science many applications are presented

Theory of Computation

2010-10-21

this innovative textbook presents the key foundational concepts for a one semester undergraduate course in the theory of computation it offers the most accessible and motivational course material available for undergraduate computer theory classes directed at undergraduates who may have difficulty understanding the relevance of the course to their future careers the text helps make them more comfortable with the techniques required for the deeper study of computer science the text motivates students by clarifying complex theory with many examples exercises and detailed proofs this book is shorter and more accessible than the books now being used in core computer theory courses theory of computing is a standard required course in all computer science departments

What Can Be Computed?

2018-05-01

domain theory is the mathematical framework that is used to model the semantics of computer programs and the theory of computation this is the first book on the subject that attempts to
provide a rigorous introduction to the topic in a manner accessible to computer scientists by motivating the mathematics with computer science examples

**The Theory of Computer Science**

1977-01-01

the book develops a type theory studies its properties and explains its uses in applications to computer science in particular it shows how the study of type theory may offer a powerful and uniform language for programming program specification and development and logical reasoning

**Mathematics and Computation**

2019-10-29

learn the skills and acquire the intuition to assess the theoretical limitations of computer programming offering an accessible approach to the topic theory of computation focuses on the metatheory of computing and the theoretical boundaries between what various computational models can do and not do from the most general model the urm unbounded register machines to the finite automaton a wealth of programming like examples and easy to follow explanations build the general theory gradually which guides readers through the modeling and mathematical analysis of computational phenomena and provides insights on what makes things tick and also what restrains the ability of
computational processes recognizing the importance of acquired practical experience the book begins with the metatheory of general purpose computer programs using urms as a straightforward technology independent model of modern high level programming languages while also exploring the restrictions of the urm language once readers gain an understanding of computability theory including the primitive recursive functions the author presents automata and languages covering the regular and context free languages as well as the machines that recognize these languages several advanced topics such as reducibilities the recursion theorem complexity theory and cook s theorem are also discussed features of the book include a review of basic discrete mathematics covering logic and induction while omitting specialized combinatorial topics a thorough development of the modeling and mathematical analysis of computational phenomena providing a solid foundation of un computability the connection between un computability and un provability gödel s first incompleteness theorem the book provides numerous examples of specific urms as well as other programming languages including loop programs fa deterministic finite automata nfa nondeterministic finite automata and pda pushdown automata exercises at the end of each chapter allow readers to test their comprehension of the presented material and an extensive bibliography suggests resources for further study assuming only a basic understanding of general computer programming and discrete mathematics theory of computation serves as a valuable book for courses on theory of computation at the upper undergraduate level the book also serves as an excellent resource for programmers and computing professionals wishing to understand the theoretical limitations of their craft
this volume brings together for the first time john von neumann's long out of print articles on computer architecture, programming, large scale computing, and automata theory. A number of significant papers in these areas that were not included in the multivolume John von Neumann collected works 1963 have now been reprinted here. These pioneering articles written between the mid 1940s and the mid 1950s are of enduring value not only to computer historians but to computer scientists at the vanguard of current research. Most of today's computers are still constructed in accordance with the von Neumann architecture and his technique of flow charting remains basic in the domain. Papers of John von Neumann on computers and computer theory is volume 12 in the Charles Babbage Institute reprint series for the history of computing.

Fundamentals of the Theory of Computation: Principles and Practice

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the third international computer science symposium in Russia CSR 2008 held in Moscow Russia June 7-12 2008. The 33 revised papers presented together with 5 invited papers and one opening lecture were carefully reviewed and selected from 103 submissions. All major
areas in computer science are addressed the theory track deals with algorithms protocols and data structures complexity and cryptography formal languages automata and their applications to computer science computational models and concepts proof theory and applications of logic to computer science the application part comprises programming and languages computer architecture and hardware design symbolic computing and numerical applications application software artificial intelligence and robotics

Languages and Machines

2008

by developing object calculi in which objects are treated as primitives the authors are able to explain both the semantics of objects and their typing rules and also demonstrate how to develop all of the most important concepts of object oriented programming languages self dynamic dispatch classes inheritance protected and private methods prototyping subtyping covariance and contravariance and method specialization an innovative and important approach to the subject for researchers and graduates

Mathematical Theory of Domains

2008-06-12
this text provides a practical modern approach to teaching logic and set theory equipping students with the necessary mathematical understanding and skills required for the mathematical specification of software it covers all the areas of mathematics that are considered essential to computer science including logic set theory modern algebra group theory graph theory and combinatorics whilst taking into account the diverse mathematical background of the students taking the course in line with current undergraduate curricula this book uses logic extensively together with set theory in mathematical specification of software languages such as z and vdm are used for this purpose features particular emphasis is placed on the application of logic in the fields of software engineering artificial intelligence and natural language processing 0201179571b04062001

Schaum's Outline of Theory and Problems of Introduction to Computer Science

1970

computer science and multiple valued logic theory and applications focuses on the processes methodologies and approaches involved in multiple valued logic and its relationship to computer science the selection first tackles an introduction to multiple valued logic lattice theory of post algebras multiple valued logic design and applications in binary computers smallest many valued logic for the treatment of complemented and uncomplemented error signals and chain based lattices discussions focus on formulation representation theory theory and circuit design logical tables and unary operations the text then
examines multiple valued signal processing with limiting
development of multiple valued logic as related to computer
science p algebras and an algorithm for axiomatizing every finite
logic the book takes a look at completeness properties of multiple
valued logic algebras computer simplification of multi valued
switching functions and minimization of multivalued functions
topics include generation of prime implicants realizations
minimization algorithms decomposition algorithm for multi valued
switching functions and relation between the sum of products form
and array of cubes the selection is aimed at computer engineers
computer scientists applied mathematicians and physicists
interested in multiple valued logic as the discipline relates to
computer engineering and computer science

Computation and Reasoning

2023

proof theory has long been established as a basic discipline of
mathematical logic it has recently become increasingly relevant to
computer science the ductive apparatus provided by proof theory
has proved useful for metatheoretical purposes as well as for
practical applications thus it seemed to us most natural to bring
researchers together to assess both the role proof theory already
plays in computer science and the role it might play in the future
the form of a dagstuhl seminar is most suitable for purposes like
this as schloß dagstuhl provides a very convenient and
stimulating environment to scuss new ideas and developments to
accompany the conference with a proc dings volume appeared to
us equally appropriate such a volume not only xes basic results of
the subject and makes them available to a broader audience but
also signals to the scienti c community that proof theory in
computer science ptc is a major research branch within the wider
deld of logic in computer science

**Theory of Computation**

2014-08-21

finite model theory as understood here is an area of
mathematical logic that has developed in close connection with
applications to computer science in particular the theory of
computational complexity and database theory. One of the
fundamental insights of mathematical logic is that our
understanding of mathematical phenomena is enriched by
elevating the languages we use to describe mathematical
structures to objects of explicit study. If mathematics is the science
of patterns then the media through which we discern patterns as
well as the structures in which we discern them command our
attention. It is this aspect of logic which is most prominent in model
type theory. The branch of mathematical logic which deals with the
relation between a formal language and its interpretations
no wonder then that mathematical logic and finite model theory in
particular should find manifold applications in computer science
from specifying programs to querying databases. Computer
science is rife with phenomena whose understanding requires
close attention to the interaction between language and structure.
This volume gives a broad overview of some central themes of finite
model theory: expressive power, descriptive complexity, and zero
one laws together with selected applications to database theory
and artificial intelligence. Especially constraint databases and
constraint satisfaction problems. The final chapter provides a
concise modern introduction to modal logic which emphasizes the
continuity in spirit and technique with finite model theory.
an accessible and fascinating exploration of how alan turing s mathematical theory gave rise to modern computer science and applications from the desktop to cell phones in 1936 when he was just twenty four years old alan turing wrote a remarkable paper in which he outlined the theory of computation laying out the ideas that underlie all modern computers this groundbreaking and powerful theory now forms the basis of computer science in turing s vision chris bernhardt explains the theory turing s most important contribution for the general reader bernhardt argues that the strength of turing s theory is its simplicity and that explained in a straightforward manner it is eminently understandable by the non specialist as marvin minsky writes the sheer simplicity of the theory s foundation and extraordinary short path from this foundation to its logical and surprising conclusions give the theory a mathematical beauty that alone guarantees it a permanent place in computer theory bernhardt begins with the foundation and systematically builds to the surprising conclusions he also views turing s theory in the context of mathematical history other views of computation including those of alonzo church turing s later work and the birth of the modern computer in the paper on computable numbers with an application to the entscheidungsproblem turing thinks carefully about how humans perform computation breaking it down into a sequence of steps and then constructs theoretical machines capable of performing each step turing wanted to show that there were problems that were beyond any computer s ability to solve in particular he wanted to find a decision problem that he could prove was undecidable to explain turing s ideas bernhardt examines three well known decision problems to explore the concept of undecidability investigates theoretical computing machines
including turing machines explains universal machines and proves that certain problems are undecidable including turing s problem concerning computable numbers

**Computer Science - Theory and Applications**

2008-05-14

designed for researchers in advanced numerical methods or parallel computing this definitive reference focuses on solving large and sparse linear systems of equations using computers readers are provided with appropriate conceptual background information and hands on applications throughout the book

**A Theory of Objects**

2012-09-08

publisher description

**Introductory Logic and Sets for Computer Scientists**

1999
intended for use in an introductory graduate course in theoretical computer science this text contains material that should be core knowledge in the theory of computation for all graduates in computer science it is self contained and is best suited for a one semester course the text starts with classical computability theory which forms the basis for complexity theory this has the pedagogical advantage that students learn a qualitative subject before advancing to a quantitative one since this is a graduate course students should have some knowledge of such topics as automata theory formal languages computability theory or complexity theory

Computer Science and Multiple-Valued Logic

2014-05-12

basic category theory for computer scientists provides a straightforward presentation of the basic constructions and terminology of category theory including limits functors natural transformations adjoints and cartesian closed categories category theory is a branch of pure mathematics that is becoming an increasingly important tool in theoretical computer science especially in programming language semantics domain theory and concurrency where it is already a standard language of discourse assuming a minimum of mathematical preparation basic category theory for computer scientists provides a straightforward presentation of the basic constructions and terminology of category theory including limits functors natural transformations adjoints and cartesian closed categories four case studies illustrate applications of category theory to programming language
design semantics and the solution of recursive domain equations
a brief literature survey offers suggestions for further study in
more advanced texts contents tutorial applications further reading

Proof Theory in Computer Science

2003-06-30

a wide coverage of topics in category theory and computer
science is developed in this text including introductory treatments
of cartesian closed categories sketches and elementary
categorical model theory and triples over 300 exercises are
included

Finite Model Theory and Its Applications

2007-06-04

with the objective of making into a science the art of verifying
computer programs debugging the author addresses both
practical and theoretical aspects of the process a classic of
sequential program verification this volume has been translated
into almost a dozen other languages and is much in demand
among graduate and advanced undergraduate computer science
students subjects include computability with discussions of finite
automata and turing machines predicate calculus basic notions
natural deduction and the resolution method verification of
programs both flowchart and algol like programs flowchart
schemas basic notions decision problems formalization in
predicate calculus and translation programs and the fixpoint theory of programs functions and functionals recursive programs and verification programs the treatent is self contained and each chapter concludes with bibliographic remarks references and problems

**Turing's Vision**

2017-04-21

**Introduction to the Theory of Computation**

1997

**A Theory of Computer Semiotics**

1990

?????????
Computability and Complexity Theory
2013-03-09

Basic Category Theory for Computer Scientists
1991-08-07

Theory and Design of Digital Computer Systems
1980

Category Theory for Computing Science
1995
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